
First of all apologies to those who i promised this to ages ago, i've been so busy, i've done 3 of these this 
weekend alone including De-FAP's, Servicing and other stuff. 

So here it is, this is the method i've devised by myself to be rid of the entire EGR system and at the same 
time remove all redundant vacuum piping. It's well proven and i've done it well over 100 times. Carrying this 

work out will leave you with 2 electro valves (swirl flap control and turbo) instead of 5, making the vac 
system much simpler and much more reliable. Whilst doing this work you want to consider replacing the swirl 

diaphragm (£25) also as its easy to access with this lot in bits and they inevitably fail at around 8 years.

If you've already De-FAP'd then this is the next stage, after this you can also fit the Nicowico stainless steel 
pipes to be rid of the airdosers and redundant intercooler pipes. See my specific how too on that also.

Thanks to Kieran (KizD26) for letting me do this on his car and for being a great camera man.

Firstly get the car in the air, from underneath look up from the drivers side wheel (UK) and locate the 
bottom of the turbo, remove the bolt (10mm hex) and slacked jubille clip (7mm hex)

That's it from underneath for now, drop car back to floor and remove engine covers and airbox. 
This is so simple and most of you will have done it, just disconnect grey MAF elec connection at top, and 

behind box disconnect blue heat exchange EV and both vac pipes, slacken jubilee clip and pull airbox out.

Now, at rear of engine slacken this clip on this breather pipe, slide it along to the middle of the pipe so pipe 
can be pulled loose from the turbo air inlet pipe.
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Then at other end of the same pipe remove this clip, when this goes back on use a cable tie, its just a 
breather pipe.

Remove pipe, your engine should now look like this.

Remove vac pipe from between EGR valve and EGR EV.

You'll be removing the big air intake pipe in a minute, the EGR is 99% impossible to remove without taking 
this out and makes access to redundant vac piping dead easy, i would also recommend removing the LH EV 

(turbo control) to give more space before removing this pipe and also the clip in this picture as you'll need it 
later and its likely to ping off at some point, if you look down behind EGR you'll see it, it just slides off.

Next unclip vac feed from vac pump

Separate pipes, one slides into the other, hook the clip out of the way, the open pipe will be capped off 
later.

Now everything is clear for the big air inlet pipe to come out, if you've done all the above it'll come out nice 
and easy with a little wriggling, it's big mind! Like wrestling a python!

Now you can get good access to the EGR.

It's bolted in from underneath, i usually lay across the engine to get to the bolts. 10mm hex.

Now with the EGR valve unbolted you need to ping off some clips, i just use a screwdriver and sometimes 
some encouragement from a hammer if needed.
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That's the EGR off - retain the brass gasket!

Blanking plate Kit for EGR manifold end, 3mm CNC made EGR blanking plate, 2x M6 x 35mm caphead bolts, 2 
washers and 2 M6 nuts. I have these made to my own design. I measured the EGR valve base on a shadow-

graph at work and get someone to make them for me.

High temp silicone gasket - good for up to 300c.

With brass gasket on, ready to fit.

Hole to be blanked.

Plate on and tight.

Now onto the other end of the EGR plumbing, slacken the 2x 10mm hex bolts and the front of the engine 
(intercooler side).

Here too, 5mm allen key needed

Ping this clip off at the back of the engine, it's and the other end of the EGR heat exchange. The heat 
exchange can remain in place, its just a jacket of water that the hot EGR gases would have gone through to 
be cooled before going back into the engine, later 03' plate cars didn't have them at all. You can do away 

with this and re-route the coolant plumbing but theres no need, you can't even see it with the engine covers 
on.

Now off comes the EGR return pipe, look at the insides, yak!

And the inside of your engine, the crap that the EGR has been force feeding back into the engine for all 
these years! It's like you eating your own poo! And the reason your oil goes black! Clean all this out with 

some degreaser.
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Like this

Blanking kit for this end, i use M6x12 panhead bolts, because they look nice  

High temp silicone gasket

On and tight

So that's the EGR sorted, only the ridding of the redundant VAC piping and simplifying of the VAC circuit.

Pull off vac pipes from airdosers. Top and bottom.

Snip cable ties and follow them back to their control EV and remove from that end too, these can then be 
removed.

Then slide off vac pipe from the middle (EGR) EV and follow it back to the brake servo and remove from that 
end too.

Make up a blanking plug for this redundant connection at the brake servo with M6 bolt, golf tee or whatever 
sits snugly.

Nice and neatly plugged off.

Make up a plug for the vac pump end too for that redundant connection we made earlier when removing air 
intake pipe.
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Next is putting things back together.

Put the big black plastic python back in its cage! In this picture i have the jubilee clip in my hand for the 
pipe to attach to the end of the turbo. This pipe does go in easier than it comes out thanks to the EGR being 

absent!

Replace the semi circular clip to the python that retains the coolant pipe.

Replace breather pipe.

Secure python! Don't forget underneath at the turbo to tighten jubilee clip and replace 10mm bolt!

Replace vac pump feed!
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Replace airbox and elec connections.
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Replace engine covers and you're done! 

Allow engine to idle up to temperature for silicone to cure. This red stuff i use sets just like a rubber gasket, 
it's great stuff. Once cured even if the plates were unbolted they wouldn't go anywhere.
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